CHAIRMAN SCHLAFLY ~
I am going to cut that discussion right there~ with
a little question mark in the airo We are running so short of time that I
do not want to impose on the good nature and patience of our last speakero
Thank you 9 Clay 9 and thank you 9 Dro Schenkelo
The last speaker on the agenda this morning concerns a very interesting item of test equipment call d the spectrum analyzero This is a most
interesting and useful toolo
I am anxious to hear more about ito Allen
Ross 9 who will deliver this paper v is President of Nelson Ross Electronic~
Nelson Ross Electronics specializes in Plu·g-In Spectrum Analyzerso Allen
Ross is a graduate of City College of New York and of Brooklyn Poly-Techo
He was with Polarad Electronic Corporation before forming NREo He spent
eight years with them and was in charge of advanced development , pioneering
the solid state spectrum analyzer o He was the person who first implemented
the Plug In Spectrum Analyzer concepto Alleno
MRo ALLEN ROSS (NELSON ROSS ELECTRONICS) ~
I know it is late and we
are running behind ,· so I will try and cut right to the meat of thiso The
spectrum analyzer is an instrument that is probably unheard of in this
particular industryo
It is a useful instrument which has been around for
a long time 9 originating with the esoteric military requirementso The state
of the art in spectrum analysis has gradually improved to the point where
it is possible to build spectrum analyzers which cover very wide frequenc y
bandso There are now a few people making analyzers which permit observation of the entire CATV spectrum -- channels 2 to 13 (including all the FM
in between) in one sweepo These analyzers will permit very useful advances
in the systems for testing CATV transmissiono
Perhaps it might be appropriate for me first to describe what a spectrum analyzer is and how it operateso
I don't know how many people can
see this blackboard , so I will try and use a minimum of sketcheso We will
start with a familiar instrument - the field strength metero If we start
by drawing the block diagram of the most basic field strength meter~ what
we have would be a signal input which drives a mixer~ which I shall designate "M" 9 provided with a local oscillator signal from a black box
which I will designate "LO"o The resulting difference frequency drives a
narrow band fiiter 9 ultimately resulting in a meter readingo Signal F
plus Delta F comes from the local oscillator producing Delta F at the
mixer output 9 and depend1ng upon the strength of the input ~ we get a
meter readinge Anybody who has manually tuned one of these things back
and forth for a few hours from channel 2 to channel 13 can tell you it
gets to be a pain in the • neck after awhileo You can make a very goo~ and
accurate set of readings of the relative levels of all the picture and
sound and color carriers in the system s but it is time-consuming.
It
would be nice if we had some sort of a system for observing the meter rea~
ings on all the channels simultaneously ~ so we didn 9 t have to tuneo This
is exactly what a spectrum analyzer does for youo
Suppose we were to replace the meter with the vertical deflection
system of an · oscilloscopeo This presents no basic problemo When we tune
through a signal 9 we would see the modulation (as limited by the band
pass) as a wave form on the oscilloscopeo
·
Suppose v ih addition 9 inst e ad of tuning the local oscillator
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mechanically we somehow were able to tune it electricallyo The oscilloscope has - driving the horizontal plates - a sweep generator producing a
repetitive sawtooth o I f we for c e the oscillator frequency to follow the
sawtooth 9 we get what is called a panoramic display~
In other words ; as
the spot travels from left t o right across the face of the CRT , the
field strength meter is tuned across the band of interest o I would like
t o sketch what the resulting display would beo
Let us assume 9 first 9 that the wave meter was tuning across one TV
c h a n nelo You go through the guard band 9 and then when you come to the
picture carrier 9 you would see a vertical deflection 9 the amplitude of
wh ich would be proportional to the picture carrier level at the input.
There are other si.gnals in there 9 but they consist mostly of the video
modu l ati o no These signals 9 surprisingly enough 9 contain very little energy
a nd d o nut appear until you get to the color carrier which then appears as
an oth er vertical deflection 9 and as you continue 9 finally you will see the
soun d carriero
Of course the display of one TV channel is really of no interesto As
Ken p o inted out earlier 9 anything that is passing channel 2 to 13 is certai n ly g o ing to be reasonably flat over any one channelo However 9 there
are spectrum analyzers available which make it possible to observe all 13
ch an nels at once 9 and this 9 of course 9 becomes usefulo
What you see is a flat base line with pairs of pulses wherever ther e
is a channel being transmitted in y o ur system~
If you are carrying the FM
b a n d 9 y o u would see the stat · on carriers in addition to each of the picture and sound carrierso You can observe this at . a glanceu
Of course~ a n
i magi n ary line drawn through the tops o f the carriers is the slope of your
transmission system o
The advantage of a device like this, o f course ~ is to the speed with
wh ich equi pme n t can be servicedo
If there is a question on a pole s you
can find out in approximately 30 seconds of observing time whether there
is a p r o blemo Get into the tap on the amplifier with the input to the
s pectrum a na lyzer and you are looking across the band. You see immediate l y
all you r carriers (present and absence) and y o u see the location s if any 9
of an y i n terfering signals that might be causing problemso
If there is a
fl at n es s a d justment which has to be made 9 you can make it while observing
t h e carriers 9 limited only by the reaction time between your hand and your
ey e 9 which means a very fast adjustmento Obvious things 9 like the absence
of s ig nals 9 of course 9 are no problem ; you find out right away .
There are many side aspects of the use of the sp ctrum analyzer whic h
we are still beginning to f~nd out abouto A few people are beginning to
us e these instruments to service in CATV systemso
I was told that in
Can ada 9 wh ere they have one of our analyzers (I think it was in London),
t h ere was one channel where they had no color 9 where th e y couldn ' t get any
c o l o r, even though they knew darn well that the picture carrier ~ the sound
c arrier 9 and the color carrier were all present , and they could see it at
t h e hea de ndo This turned out to be a spurious transmission which was 10
o r 2 0 kc away from the color sub-carrier and was being picke d up at the
h ea d e n do
Every time it came on it destroyed the phase information in the
c o l o r carrier and all the color pictures just disappeared and became black
a nd whiteo
They ouldn~t find this by other means 9 but wh e n they put a
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spectrum analyzer on it b e came immediately obvious& Every time this guy
went on the air 9 you cou l d see a nic e big spike riseo The solution was a
question of filteringo Bu t once you know what frequency it is at 9 then
you know what to do about itc
We don Qt really know ye t what other things might be done with the
instrument 9 but we do know 9 f or example 9 that there is some problem in
identifying co- channels f r om o ther areaso The sligh offset from channel
to channel 9 in the same c ha n nel in d i fferent areas can be observed on a
spectrum analyzero If you narr ow down the bandwidth of the filter so that
you are looking at the sound and the picture carrier of one channel 9 and
you were picking up a channel from another area at a lower level 9 it would
be slightly offset 9 and you could tune your system, rotate your antennas
and make whatever adjustments you find necessary using the spectrum analyzer as a measuring instrumento This is a much more quantative measure
than simply judging the wi ndshield wiper effect you see on a CRT of a television receiver 9 so you can make a much more precise and accurate adjustmento Of course 9 the obvious uses are the observation of relative levels,
picture and sound in each channel and the presence or absence of noise as
IM productso
It has also been suggested that the spectrum analyzer be used for pr~
ventative maintenance o There are times at night when some channels in an
area go off the air 9 and it is possible to insert a non-modulated carrier
in place of the picture carriere This I understand is a common practice
of some placeso Also there are occasionally un-modulat e d pilot tones 9 or
pilot tones with simple modulation which travel down the systemo Now~ if
your system has IM , the synchronization pulses of channels that are on the
air~ theoretically 9 should produce IM distortion on the unmodulated pilot
carriero So if you tune to the unmodulated pilot carrier and it looks pe~
fectly clean ~ you have no IM in your system o Of course j it is never going
to look perfectly clean 9 because no system is perfect & There is going to
be some level of IM which appears as synch pulse bumps on the di~play and
they crawl across with the same windshield wiper effect you would get between two stations whose horizontal and vertical frame rates would not
synchronize with one anothero
If you know 9 from experience - and you do after a while - what is
normal for your system 9 you can anticipate failureso
If ~ at any particular
place in your system , you notice that these levels begin to increase, you
can see that you are beginning to have trouble with something in the system between the headend and that pointo It gives you a warningo I donut
think there is any othe ~ device around yet which might give you this kind
of a warning - but a spectrum analyzer willo
·
The plug-in concept was me ntioned o That is a vague general worde
I
think that perhaps I ought to e xplain what it iso Up until a few years
ago , all spectrum analyzers were complete instruments & They were quite
expensive because a spectrum analyzer is a combination of many instruments.
The local oscillator is a swe eper , which in itself is an expensive instrumento The receiver portion is a receiver and the rest of it is an oscilloscopeo You can see 9 you are really buying three instruments 3 each of
which in its own right ~ is fairly expensive and elaborateo This, of course,
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has been one of the reasons why spectrum analyzers 9 up until recently,
have not been in too common useo The plug-in concept helps considerablyo
There are a great many excellent osci lloscopes on the market which have
plug-in vertical amplifierso The oscilloscope of course is at least halfs
if not 2/3 9 of the spectrum analyzero It provides all the power 9 it provides the sawtooth for the sweeper 9 and it provides the CRT display and
the amplificationo The rest of the analyzer can be built into a package
which is identical in shape and size with the conventional vertical amplifiero
Plug this in and you have a spectrum analyzero This is the kind of
instrument I am talking about~ Plug-ins are currently available for all
the stahdard Tektronix and Hewlett-Packard oscilloscopes.
The oscilloscope is unaffected by the insertion of the plug-in& Pull
it out 9 put your regular amplifier in and you have an oscilloscope againo
The advantages are obvious. For example 9 with the HP140A oscilloscope
you can get a time domain reflectometer~ a vertical amplifier with reasonable bandwidth and a spectrum analyzero They all plug in to the same oscilloscope. So there is a considerable saving in money and you have a
complete set of equipment capable of making quite sophisticated measurements on your cableso
I have an instrument here. I brought one with me and Hewlett-Packard
was kind enough to lend me ~n oscilloscope. I have since found out that
the signal in this area is quite strong. If anybody is interested 9 I will
be delighted to show them this display after the meeting o Thank you~
CHAIRMAN SCHLAFLY ~
interest in the papers.
your attention.

Gentlemens I thank you for your attention and
I thank the speakers. Thank you very much for
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